Introduction
An online species concentration determination of gas mixtures is of great interest in a wide range of technical and medical applications. For process reasons the gas sample has often a relatively low pressure of some 100 hPa. Typical examples for such gas mixtures are biogas or natural gas [1] [2] [3] [4] . Their gas composition and gas properties like the caloric value and the density is strongly depending on the production process or the exploration site. This has to be taken into account when the gas is injected into the existing gas supply net or used in a combustion process. In either case, the final product gas composition has to be monitored. Another example is the breathing gas composition of a patient during an anesthesia procedure. A continuous monitoring of this gas composition is of vital importance to ensure the patient's safety. Therefore the concentration of the various anesthetic gases, which are added to the breathing gas and the oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor concentration is necessary to be monitored [5] . Since inspired and expired breathing cycles take place within a few seconds the gas composition is changing rapidly. This requires a fast and precise measurement of all gas species within a time resolution of 200 ms to 500 ms during each breath event. Up to now a lot of gas monitoring solutions for all species of interest are based on a sidestream analysis where a sample of inspiratory or expiratory gas is withdrawn continuously. Commercial available anesthesia monitoring systems are usually a combination of electrochemical or paramagnetic sensors and IR-absorption spectrometers [6] . These systems have several drawbacks. Since various independent sensors are used, the total gas concentration may differ from 100 vol.% e.g. if one sensor is miscalibrated, this can lead to conflicting information increasing the potential for a wrong decision of the caregiver [7, 8] . A further disadvantage of conventional systems is the need for treatment of the gas sample like e.g. filtering and drying before entering the sensors system. It is also not possible to detect all occurring species. For instance, the nitrogen and the water vapor concentration are not measured by such commercial available systems.
Spontaneous Raman scattering provides an interesting alternative measurement method to identify and determine all relevant species within the breathing gas during anesthesia procedures [9, 10] . In principle, it gives the possibility for the simultaneous detection of virtually all polyatomic species with high temporal resolution with one sensor system. Due to the high content of information, spontaneous Raman scattering is among the most established spectroscopic techniques. Concerning gas phase diagnostics in the field of combustion it is mainly used to determine the local gas sample composition, e.g. in the mixture formation processes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and in flames [16] [17] [18] [19] . In spite of being a challenging technique due to a weak signal, the linear Raman spectroscopy seems to be perfectly suited for the application in gas sensor monitoring and in anesthesia procedures [9] . Additionally there is no need for a sample preparation, which enables an access to in situ measurements inside the breathing circuit. Previous efforts to use a Raman based sensor system for the online monitoring had some restrictions concerning the accuracy caused by channel cross-sensitivity especially for the parallel use of anesthetic agents [20] [21] [22] [23] . Therefore, only three of five anesthetic agents could be detected by such systems. Furthermore, an additional gas treatment was necessary for the application of these sensors systems. The measurement cell was located inside the laser resonator and had to be protected from condensing water vapor. In contrast to that, the sensor presented in this paper requires no sample preparation and can detect all five anesthetic agents, CO 2 , N 2 and H 2 O, at a pressure of 980 hPa within a short measurement time. The development of the sensor hardware and especially the signal enhancement by using a multipass approach is described in detail. Finally, its application is demonstrated successfully during a simulated anesthesia process and compared with conventional gas monitoring system at the anesthesia test center of the University Hospital in Erlangen.
Measurement principle
The measurement principle of the developed monitoring system is based on the linear Raman scattering, which is well described in literature (see [24] [25] [26] ). Therefore, only a brief description will be given here. If monochromatic light enters a gas volume, the largest part of the light passes through the gas volume without any interaction. Only a small amount interacts with the gas molecules and part of this is scattered. The scattered light consists mainly of two different parts. The major part is scattered with the same frequency as the exciting laser E v J depends only on molecule specific constants, which lead to an individual Raman spectrum for each molecule, that can be used as a fingerprint for a species identification purposes [27, 28] . 
where k is a setup specific constant, I 0 -the intensity of the exciting laser radiation, n i is the number density of species i, l is the length of the probe volume, σ   -the differential Raman scattering cross-section and  is the observation angle.
Experimental setup
The Raman probe consists of a laser source, a temperature stabilized measurement cell with four optical accesses and a spectrometer. During online measurements the gas sample inside the measurement cell is constantly renewed. Since the excitation wavelength is in principle arbitrary, a compact, frequency-doubled Nd:YVO 4 cw laser is used. Due to the relatively low Raman signal intensity, it is challenging to realize short measurement times for low-pressure gas samples. In order to increase the Raman signal significantly a robust multipass approach was used. The laser is focused inside the test cell, which is centered within the multipass cavity. The scattered signal is observed at an angle of 90° with respect to the incoming and redirected laser beams. This 90°-setup offers the possibility of a sufficient stray light reduction. By redirecting the Raman signal into the spectrometer, which is scattered under an angle of 270° an additional signal gain is achieved. The Raman signal is coupled into a two meter optical fiber with a high transmissivity in a wavelength range of 400 nm to 1µm which is connected to the entrance slit of the spectrograph. There the signal is spectrally resolved and detected by a sensitive CCD camera. The resulting spectral observation rage is 300 cm -1 to 4600 cm -1 covering all relevant molecules of interest for nearly all gas phase applications. The measurements were performed at gas samples without any additional treatment, which simplifies the measurement procedure significantly.
Signal amplification. To increase the Raman signal a suitable multipass cavity was built up and integrated in the sensor system. In the literature several different possible types of cavities and light traps are described [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The basic amplification principle in all these types of cavities is always the same. The stimulating laser beam passes through the measurement volume as often as possible. Starting from a robust 90°-setup, a near-confocal cavity (NCC) arrangement was used in this study as shown in Fig. 2 . The signal gain of such a multipass arrangement is dominated by the optical losses per pass. A theoretical treatment about the multipass gain analysis can be found in [34] . The reflectivity and transmissivity of the individual surfaces in the beam pass have a huge impact on the single-pass efficiency η, which is defined as
where the number of reflective surfaces is given by i and the number of translucent components by j, R i describes the reflectivity of the surface I and T j the transmissivity of surface j. The signal gain G A is given by equation:
where p is the number of passes. The limit for p   shows the maximum achievable gain (G Max ) for a given cavity efficiency η.
In Fig. 3 the measured signal gain of the NCC is plotted over the number of beam passes. The signal gain for O 2 , N 2 and H 2 O was determined since the Raman signals of these molecules are well distributed over the spectral region of interest. In the experiment, 52 beam passes could be realized in the NCC, resulting in a signal gain factor of 17.15. The limiting factors were the size of the concave mirrors and the beam acceptance angle of the sample cell. From these measurements the respective η can be determined as it is shown in Fig. 3 . 
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Subsequently, the maximal possible gain amplification can be calculated from equation (3) .This results in a theoretical maximum signal gain of G Max = 18.52 for the configuration described above. The NCC needs only a few optical components compared with other cavity types [30, 32, 35] . Therefore, a relatively large η can be achieved. Additionally, depending on the size of the mirrors, a large number of passes can be realized in the NCC configuration leading to a larger signal amplification. To avoid that, the lasers beam is back-reflected exactly to its origin when the maximum number of passes is realized, the cavity adjustment was slightly misaligned. This ensured that the outgoing beam was deflected to prevent it from entering the laser source again (see Fig. 2 ).
Data evaluation procedure
The data evaluation procedure, which is used in this work, is based on a contour-fit procedure and determines the relative species concentration in volume percent fully automatically. The intensity of the Raman bands is linear depending on the number density of the molecules n (see Eq. (1)). Nevertheless, also the detection system e.g. the spectrometer including the CCD-detector should have a linear behavior within the operation range, otherwise the data evaluation procedure has to compensate this nonlinear behavior. This was tested and as an example in Fig. 4 the measured Raman signal of DES in dependence of pressure is shown. Since in a low pressure regime the ideal gas law is valid in good approximation, the pressure p is proportional to the density of the moles number n/V. A correlation coefficient is indicated in Fig. 4 
where b e is the calibration coefficient of species e.
Experimental Results
For a test under clinical conditions the Raman sensor was operated in line with a commercial anesthetic gas monitor (AGM, Dräger Perseus®). The measurements were performed in an anesthesia test center at the University Hospital in Erlangen. The principle setup is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The anesthesia system consists of a gas mixer, a circular system with CO 2 absorber and a ventilator; it delivers breathing and anesthetic gases. Calibration measurements were performed for N 2 , O 2 , N 2 O and CO 2 by using a commercial available calibration gas. For the anesthetic agents and H 2 O self-made binary gas mixtures consisting of N 2 and the desired species were used. The system was connected to a human patient simulator® (HPS), which has a realistic breathing behavior and delivers depending on the surgery status a clinical relevant respiratory gas composition for the expiratory gases. The online Raman measurements were performed with a continuous gas flow through the test cell. The operation of the Raman probe needed no sample preparation and was connected directly to the y-piece of the semi-closed anesthetic circle system. Nevertheless, for the conventional monitoring system the sample gas had to be dried and was therefore guided through a water trap. Based on this experimental setup Raman spectra of respiratory gas mixtures consisting of O 2 , N 2 , CO 2 , H 2 O and SEV were recorded with the Raman probe under clinical relevant conditions. The measurement and evaluation time for the Raman probe was set to 250 ms / spectrum for all measurements. The spectra were evaluated online and compared to measurement results achieved by the AGM. For verification purpose, a gas mixture consisting of CO 2 , N 2 , N 2 O and O 2 was analyzed by a gas chromatograph (GC) and by the Raman sensor. The result of this comparison is listed in Table. Even for a low concentration (see e.g. CO 2 ) the relative deviation (f) between both measurements is quite small. The standard deviation σ has been determined by 100 single shot Raman measurements. 
Summary
The presented Raman probe is capable to identify and quantify all species of interest during an anesthesia procedure, which is typically at an absolute pressure of about 980 hPa performed. In contrast to established monitoring devices, the probe enables the simultaneous detection of virtually all volatile narcotic agents and respiratory relevant gases, e.g. O 2 , CO 2 , N 2 O, sevoflurane, isoflurane, desflurane and additionally N 2 and H 2 O. The Raman probe is able to measure the gas species concentration online without any sample preparation and is thus in principal applicable as a mainstream monitor. Since all species are measured simultaneously by the Raman sensor the concentration information for all species is received at the same time. This is not the case for conventional monitoring systems consisting of several independent sensors. To increase the Raman signal and to enable short measurement times of 250 ms the sensor is equipped with the near-confocal cavity. In a test under clinical relevant conditions and in comparison with conventional gas monitoring system, the applicability of this Raman system for anesthetic gas monitoring was demonstrated. All species of interest were measured online with the data acquisition time of 250 ms. This gave the possibility to resolve a single breathing event. During the complete anesthesia procedure a very good agreement between the Raman system and the conventional anesthesia monitor was achieved. An additional comparison with gas chromatograph measurements demonstrates the high quality of the Raman sensor measurements. 
